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Washington, D. C. Aug. 29. Administration officials were puzzled today
by news dispatches saying that John
Lind had reconsidered his plans to go
to Mexico City and would remain In
Vera Cruz several days. While it has
been left entirely to Mr. Lind's discretion to determine his own movements,
the understanding has been from
eial messages received yesterday that
he would take an early train today for
Mexico City to resume
negotiations
with the Huerta government.
Consul General Hanna at Monterey
reports that a supply of medicine has
arrived from San Antonio, Texas, and
is being taken by William Federic to
Torreon, Mexico, to aid in stamping
out the epidemic of smallpox and typhoid raging in that city. Another
supply received from Chicago by the
battleship New Hampshire, is being
in
taken to Torreon by automobile
charge of George Richards and Ernest.
Boehringer.
Consul Holland at Saltillo reports
telegraphic communication with Mex
ico City resumed.

j
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 29.
Washington. D. C, Aug. 29.
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Great Britain to leave his country for
Luttrell retired from the race in thelunion scale. Efforts are being made thoroughfare and investigation has
national encampment wtll open at 10
four hundred years, arrived here this
to Induce the Schnieder Brewery em- i
a. m., September 18.
i Untied on page (our).
,
(Continued on Paae Four..
afternoon.
(Continued on page four).
ployes to wa.lk out.
(Continued on page eight).
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True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes
Crystal Butter, 2 lbs. 65c
Ed GROCERY C
40.

hpzhzohstje

ROSWELL.

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

E. A. CAHOON, President.
E. RHEA,
J. p. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

J.

COL.
1

:

Far particulars and illustrated
address,

cats-ague-

JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

:

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

T- -

OPPOSITION---

ADMINISBILL
!.

WILL
A.

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 29. The
administration's Philippine policy as
ii; will be carried out by Francis Burton Harrison, the newly nominated
governor, is a policy of hope that; the
Filipinos will soon demonstrate their
ability to take over their own affairs.
"We are trustees for the Filipino peo
ple, Said the president in explaining
this matter. "It is our sacred duty tin- der this trust to manage their affairs
for the Filipino people and not with a
J lie
view to our own interests.
Filipinos are like children who are to
become of age and we hope that they,
will be 21 now in a very short time.
That is the sum and substance of it."

Your Blood Corpuscles
Mutual Protection.
Mingling with your food, arousing
rtomach action, absorbed immediately
into your blood, the famous remedy
known as S. S. S. has a wonderful action. Its main purpose Is to stimulate
Cfllular activity or that peculiar proc- -.L.. ,I,1..V, lMo4nn(1. phnnfUR thft Wornut cells for the new re,i blood cor- scies.
j
The medicinal value of the comport nts of 8. S. S. is relatively Just as
vital to healthy blood as the nutriment
ii'.tjiined from errain. meat, fats, sugars
S. S. 8. Make

Inlte for

f

""J'

;

mc.nts of the tissues. And there is one
tne
component of s. a. a. which serves ceactive purpose of stimulating the

llular tissue to a healthy and judicious
t.
States.
sri ttion of its own essential
in cases of skin disease
Remember
the name Doan's and
Several tilings have happen lately such as Thus,
or
tetter
eczema, acne, herpes,
take no other.
to renew confidence in the administra- psoriasis, first purify your
blood with
tion's currency bill. One is the op- S. 8. 8. so it will enable the tissues re-to
cellular
rebuild
their
strength and
position of the associated hankers
W. E HOLT CHOSEN
their normal health.
Gathered in Chicago. When President gain
S. S. Is purely a botanical product.
NEW SECRETARY Wilson read the resolution there nndS. you
will make a great mistake to
adopted he announced that he could
Deming, N". SI.. August 29. The not find anything in the resolutions repai.abe harm.
S. S. S. is prepared by The Swift Spe- Westgard party piloted by Fred Sher-- ; which would be embodied in the bill,
lie-- :
clnc uo 1:11 wlrt ttiag., Atlanta, ua.
man reached Deming about
Any bill changed to niBPt llirvse
and If you have any obstinate skin
Twelve local munds would not be an administration trouble, write to their Medical DepartWednesday morning.
automobiles
met the pathfinders at bill and there would be no bill at all, ment for free advice. It will be worth
:the Jacobs ranch five miles west of he said, if it had to take those lines. your while to do so.
A stop
town and escorted them in.
of a few minutes was made during
senator who was
A
Republican
OPERATOR SLAIN
which time they were photographed at
a member of the Aldrich cur
formerly
to
the park well and introduced
many rency commission, took your corre
AT HIS KEY BOARD
Mr.
local good roads enthusiasts.
into a comer recently and in
spondent
Westgard stated that the roads in hushed tones confided after this manScottsville, Va Aug. 29 When the
this section were better than he
will he no currency bill onductor of a Chesapeake and Ohio
and that with the proper ner: "There
bill has
amount of good road enthusiasm, the passed at this session. The friends. rin stepped into a locai station he
in the house of its
killed
been
t'cund Richard W. Harrison, 24 years
to
be
could
made
here
roads
equal
All
old, telegraph operator and agent,
those of any portion of the United Owen is against. Etc., etc., etc."
'States. They left here piloted by G. A. very solemn, bona fide, and impres dead at the key, with a bullet hole
Martin and Robert Rhinehart, both of sive. Now the public can understand through his chest. Harrison had been
El Paso, for the Pass City. They will how these stories get out that have to: dead only a few minutes, as he had
be met at, the Canutillo bridge by Fran-Ici- s be denied so often. If a Washington tt. ken a train order at 2:23 o'clock
E. Lester of Mesilla Park and a correspondent believed all ho was told ja. m.
An automatio revolver was in his
large number of Las Cruces good by honest statesmen he would be buy
roads boosters and escorted into El ing blue sky and gold bricks every jrignt hand whRn the body waB found,
Paso.
afternoon.
j'jut owing to the position of the wea- board
The Chamber of Commerce
ipon and the fact that a blank shell
of directors acted Wednesday
Western sheep men have organized Icould not be found, the theory is held
on the resignation of U. Hedi- - a campaign to get from the forest, ser i,iat Harrison was shot while defend- chek, its secretary. W. E. Holt was vice a reduction in the price of sheep! Ing the office from robbery.
elected successor to assume the du- - range in the national forests. For
Another operator in the same oflic.!
ties of the office on September 1. Mr. j ester Graves is willing, but suggests was fired upon several months ago
(Bedicliek will leave for Austin, Texas, that the fairest way will be to cancel and narrowly escaped being killed.
about the 20th of September to as- contracts and throw open
sume his new duties as secretary of ali present to the
highest bidders.
TROUBLE OUER
the Young Men's Business Club of that the ranges
was
club
This
place.
recently organ!.-GAY
SKIRT
"Misrepresentation of facts," is
led, under the leadership of James H.
Association
National
the
Hart, its president, and Joe Kerbey charged by
Detroit, Aug. 29. Sounds of fight
and Ed. Jemigan, has secured a mem-- Opposed to Woman Suffrage, against
151 Hastings street
bership of 1200. Under the constitn- - the suffragists who appeared before ing in a house at to
telephone police
tion, no man over forty can hold of- - the house rules committee claiming to caused neighbors
4.000.000 woman voters. The headquarters that a murder was being
ifice in the organization.
The completion of the great dam at Austin, mak jii.lis cite census figures to show that committed there, nnd Motorcycle Pa
Siska sped to the place in
ing one of the largest lakes in the li- the nine suffrage states there nretrolman
state, and the tremendous growth of .
n..n7"ii
Mn ! vears of aeei,ime to Part two colored women who,
'
covered with blood were still
'.'
M vnio
The Htrures!'-110the Btfljte iiniversily in recent years, cAtlU Uiri
nnu
together with the natural growth in- are all right, but as is usual in such striking at each other.
Mrs. Josephine Day, 34 years old,
cident to its being the capilal of a cases, figures can De maue to ne. m
growing state, are responsible for the (lie first place the antis leave out the of 120 Champlain street, was one of
She was badly cut about
birth of this young ami vigorous or--j
of Illinois in their calculations. the pair.
her head, and told Siska that Mrs
ga nidation.
instead
states
ten
are
There
suffrage
Lottie Jackson, "2 years old, with
In accepting Mr. Hcdichek's resigua-- j
to the census
whom
she had been struggling, hail
tion. the board of directors passed the ci nine. According
of
Illinois has l.fiOT.ttil women
cut her with a knife,
following resolution, which was signed
m- uueu
iu
by eacli director and presented to the voting
.. .. ...:ige.im- n.. 41,,,
t.. nt.ta utotllG
aim ....
Ren uy .1...
retirina secretarv:
"It Is with deep regret, that u,0 this makes a total of 4,!)fi4.7.,2. nearly
million more than claimed, by the
board of directors of the Deming
Chamber of Commerce accepts
the suffragists, nut tne iacts aie sun.
resignation of its efficient and trusted more significint. The census figures
noHir-hosncrotarv Mr
niin for! nrr coniniled for the year 1910. The
3 ears has most ably assisted this body
suffragists based their figures on the Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Re-move Them With the Othine Pre
in the publicity work which has made year 1913. The gain in three years in
scription.
Deming and the Mimbres Valley fa-- j the suffrage states in woman voting
This prescription for the removal
vorably known the length and breadth population can be judged by the per- or the nation. The result of this uni-- I centage of increase of population of freckles was written by a promique publicity is evident in the class shown by the census for the preceding nent physician and is usually so sucof cultured and progressive citizens ten years. In general it is shown that cessful in removing freckles and givwhich it. has drawn here, and in the the population of the suffrage states ing a clear, beautiful complexion that
it is sold b.V your druggist under an
'work which these citizens have
(which are west of the Mississippi ex- absolute
guarantee to refund the
toward the upbuilding of
cept Illinois) has shown a percentage money if it fails.
the community.
ot increase in most cases of 50 per
Don't hide your freckles under a
"In accepting the resignation tencent, and in all cases except Illinois of
dered, the board of directors desires more than 30 per cent. This would veil; get an ounce of othine and remove them. Even the first few apto thank Mr. Bedichek for the persiscent
tent efforts he has put forth in behalf mean practically a 15 perfor the
plications should show a wonderful
year
in
voting strength
of this community, and wishes him
improvement, some of the lighter
1910.
the
year
freckles vanishing entirely.
still greater success in the larger 1013 as compared with
are
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
field to which he has been called. So the figures of the suffragists
of being exagger- double strength othine; it is this that
(Signed) A. A. Temke, president; IT. conservative instead
is sold on the money-bacH. Kelly, J. 0. Cooper, John Corbett, ated.
guarantee.
C. J. Langhren, J. A. Mahoney, P. M.
An appeal to the general public has
Steed, directors.
been issued by the lobby opposed to
using the Hetch Hetchy valley for San
BABY ELEPHANT
Francisco's water supply. The merits
LIKE CAR ot this controversy may be judged by
-the fact that those who say it is right
Aurora, Ind., Aug. 29 A baby ele- to use this national park to break the
phant, belonging to a circus exhibiting monopoly of a private water company
Women are credited with a
in this city, attacked a large red tour- ('.oing business in San Francisco inof six sense intuition
sort
J.
Francis
ConHeney,
men
as
such
clude
ing car occupied by Messrs. John
which keeps them right in many
way, James Kennltt, Smiley Sessman Governor Johnson, of California, and
while those
and Freddie Byrd when they drove onGarfield;
emergencies.
to the show lot.
who oppose its use under the plea of
In nine cases out of ten, this
j
former
such
as
include
The elephant, breaking away from saving scenery
feminine
intuition is
its keeper, made a rush for the ma Secretary Ilallinger, Representative
caremore
extreme
than
Reed
nothing
chine, and when John Conway, the F. W. Mondell, of Wyoming, and
fulness and good judgment.
chauffeur, threw on the high gear and Smoot.
Women take pride in being
attempted to get away from the animal, the machine bounded over an emcareful and thrifty they like to
The National Association of Manubankment and struck a tree, turning facturers has hired a new press agent,
dress well and see their children
turtle,
one F. W. Keough, who stops at the
dress well.
The occupants were caught under New Willard; a plausible gentleman
It is a source of satisfaction to
the machine and the elephant fought who distributes typewritten copy to
them if they can look better
the car for several minutes before Washington correspondents intended
it was captured. The men were not to show that N. A. M. never had a
than their neighbors, and to do
seriously injured but the car was bad- base motive and never expended a
It for less money.
ly wrecked.
soiled dollar.
Women are readers of advertisements. They know it pays
to read them. They find adverBULL BELLOWS
tising not only profitable, but enFOUND

j'"

,

RESOLVED

THAT YOU SHOULD
Come and

Jef

OUR, GOOD

VALUED
"WE Keep the.
PRICED DOWN

WELL WE DO.
DON'T YOU THINK WE KNOW OUR BUSINESS?
WE KNOW BETTER THAN TO SELL POOR GRADES OF HARDWARE
AT AMY PRICE. IF YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST COME TO US. WE
WANT TO GET THE BEST HARDWARE AND WE WANT TO GET THE
BEST CUSTOMERS, BUT WE DON'T WANT TO GET THE BEST "OF"
OUR CUSTOMERS, BECAUSE THAT ISN'T THE WAY TO KEEP
VALUE
FOR
YOUR
WE'LL GIVE YOU THE FULLEST
GOOD HARD EARNED MONEY IN HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND
HARD WEAR
WOOD-DAVI-

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

& S. F. Railroad Depot.

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
TRlT EXCURSION

FARE

Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,

$13.15
ACCOUNT OF

MEXICO

INDIAN

FAIR AND

Date of Sale, Sept.

21

CARNIVAL

to 25, '13, inclusive.

Return Limit, Sept. 29th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

ANNUAL

D

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, N.
OCTOBER

M,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1913.
IIMIIHMHMllllll

Each Department Overflowing With

Splendid Attractions.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a must Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

j

THE
SLIT

1

POWER

1

rmi-psen- t

N

FRECKLES

r

1

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

n

NEW MEXICO.

SANTA FE WATER SLIGHT CO.

W SUMMER TOURIST FIDES

j

TO

EASTFRN POINTS VIA

New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

N. M, AND RETURN,

$12.10.

k

Women's
Intuition

For quick results,
little "WANT."

URINARY
DISCHARGES

FRANK A. ST0RTZ, MANAGER,

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.

-

iiitiiiiiititmtiH

ALBUQUERQUE,

14.

N

n

PONT

THIRTY-THIR-

PHONE

Ilsght
r

iui

COLORADO-NE- W

COMPANY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

i

ROUND

HARDWARE

S

j

&hdwal.e

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

THE

M. HAS NEW PRESS AGENT.

n

after-Inoo-

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

DESPITE

OF

CURRENCY

y

Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 8,700 feetabove sealevel,
uDsblne every day.
Open air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East
Ten buildings,
em colleges.
modern In every respect.

B

PASS,

T4IE

i

War Department.

1

IS THE POLICY

TRATION

Here is a Remedy that has
Wonderful Action and
Promotes Health.

nutri-muii-

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

Begems

THAT

is Purified
Quickly in Summer

INDEPENDENT

4.

Foster-Milbur-

NEW MEXICO

THE PHILIPPINES TO BE Blood

Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
"Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of bad back sufferers in
Santa Pe are" glad to learn where relief may bo found. Many a lame, weal:
and aching back is bad no more,
thanks to Doan8 Kidney Pills. Our
citizens are telling the good news of
their experience with this tested remedy. Here is an example worth reading:
Mrs. S. M. Rodriguez, S. Palace ave.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "About three
years ago I had very bad pains in my
back. They were so bad I couldn't
bend over. I had trouble with the
kidney secretions. I used a box of
Doan's Kidney Pills and was cured.
Two months after that another of my
family was taken with kidney complaint. Me was unable to work and
felt weak. He used two boxes of
Donn's Kidney Pills and since then,
......
.
l.II
f l.nasi! I 1UIU MH.v muucj UUUUIC, Tl'n5
cure
is a perma
jare certain that the
nent one."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

(3S

relieved nr

24

HOURS

Each Cap- - '""N
ule ber(MDYJ:
the namely-v- ;
Beware of counterfeits
ALL DRUGGISTS

:-

AS

VICTIM (S

Jockson, Mich., Aug. 29. Theodore
King, 68 years old, was found dead
by his son, Royal, at his farm south
of Parma.
A few yards away from the body a
maddened bull, which had trampled
him to death, bellowed in anger. King
had gone after the cowb on a horse
i nd when he failed to return his son
sought him.
The horse stood beside the body.

tertaining.
Turn for a moment to the advertising in today's SANTA FE
NEW MEXICAN.
See what
great interest it possesses.
See what an example the merchants of this town are setting
In legitimate business

The

Best
Route

IffliH or

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
Dr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
L.

H- -

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Quaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON OASPER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL
License Numbers,

ff.f7.

DIRECTORS
.

Day or Night Phone, 130 Mail.

Next Door to Postofflce.

SANTA
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LONELY MAN, DID YOUR VACATION TELL YOU THIS ?
BY WILL DVSON.

special attentions.
Two performances dally, rain
shine, at 2 and S p. m. The street
ade- takes place at I0::!(i a. in.

Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
Is Recommended and Praised by
Thousands Who Have
Been Restored,
"I was a sick
29.
There
Slate College, Aug.
man for about three
seems to be a misconception of the
months caused from
difference between tho Denla and Berflail Stones of tho
of the
muda, onions in some parts
Liver and was told
i ne
SliUU.
ueina is a large, ginoc-- j m
by three of our most
piild iouL
colored,
shaped, light straw
prominent
physiconion: a very lieavv ylelder, but a
ians that 1 would
poor keeper and late in maturing. The
have to submit to
Hat,
Bermuda, is a sinii.'l, somewhat
an operation to get
white and mild bulb, and about sixty
relief, but heard of
in Ciivmitv iImiu' tuivli..!- - ti, lint t n vi II If
r Wonderful Stomach Remedy and
..,
it...
ii,.,.:n,K1. nf its
win it i u liclif vir.liler vieMillir secured a full treatment and took it
and passed
n
ntmnr ntm.fiuirtli tn nim.t li
much a(tcfm' ' nB to direction:
of Gall Stones.
Since tak- as the Denla. On the whole, it is not hundreds
medicine I work regularly
ing
your
to
Denia.
as
as
resistent
cold
the
iltille
ill eftects.
I am
t
Tlir. rpunllu nr ilirJ
Qt u Inn jimd don't feel any
ic UU my
join
neiiieuy
show that, the BernuWrtlilfrti ' ripens ji,HM.;r,
I think it's worthy of the
all the way from the Kith of June to friends,
the 41 ii of July; while the Denia rip- - highest praise. B. L. DOOLEY, Roaiens from about the 1st to the lltli of noke, Va."
Sufferers of Stomach, Liver and InSeptember.
testinal Ailments are not asked to
Now is the time to think about the
take Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remplanting of the onion seed for next edy for weeks and months
before
bulletin
In
station press
year's crop.
feel benefited. Just try one doso
they
1110
is
.No.
detailed information
given
which should make you feel better
on the starting of the seed. The bui- in
convince you that you will
ld in can be had by applying to the soonhealth,
be well and strong, free your from
Experiment. Station. To get the best pain and suffering and give you a
results, the seed should be started ii:
and healthy Stomach, as it has
tho fall, so that the seedlings can be jsound
.done in thousands of other cases.
as
transplanted to the lield as early
Wherever it is taken you will hear
possible in March.
nothing but the highest praise. Go
The onion is a gross feeder and to your druggist ask him about tho
should have plenty of available plant great results it has been accomplishfood; a good strong loam is probably ing in cases of people he knows or
the best soil. No matter how strong send to Geo, H. Mayr, Mfg. Chemist,
the soil is, the yield can always be inWhiting St., Chicago, 111., for
creased by fertilizing. Barnyard man- a free book on Stomach Ailments and
ure may be used, as well as commer- many grateful letters from people who
cial fertilizers. In station bulletin Xo. have been restored.
74, it is shown that fertilizers will inFor sale In Santa Fe, by Butts'
Last Drug Store, West Side of Plaza.
crease the yield materially.
year's results of fertilizing tests with
onions have sustained the figures given in bulletin 71.

ni'

H

STRONG
RESILIENT
DURABLE

MMP'

n '"

l''viwu-liii,.ii-

Ml

SUFFERERS

THE DENIA AND
THE BERMUDA

Quick Detachable
Clincher

11

STOMACH

or
par-

j

Easily Fits Any Quick Detachable Rim
No Tools Required

IN STOCK BY
C. W. ALEXANDER,
NEW MEXICO.
SANTA
FE,

t

154-l.-

-

THE WEATHER

(THE LONELY VACATIONIST):

""

give so little fun in the spending

anyone had told me money that gave so much trouble in the saving could
I'd have called him a liar!"

"THE GIRLS ARE AS MUCH TO BLAME AS MEN,"
SAYS CAMINETTI'S DESERTED WIFE.
"SHE STOLE MY HUSBAND'S LOVE AND FOR HER HE DESERTED
I CAN
NEVER FORGET OR FORGIVE,"
HIS WIFE AND CHILDREN
IS WIFE'S ANSWER.

"Such shipments mean Studebaker
has the confidence of the farmer'
n
year over one hundred thousand
vehicles are sold by Studebaker. Over a million
Studebaker vehicles are always in use. Stop and
think what that means.
This enormous output means that Farmers the
men who know depend upon Studebaker wagons to
do their work.
And a Studebaker wagon never fails. It is always
r?ady to do a big day's work and to keep on doing
it. There are thousands of Studebaker wagons that
have been in service from 20 to 40 years.

Every

horse-drive-

(liy Jack Jungmeyer.)
San Francisco, Calif., Auk. 29. -- Mrs.
wife
Elizabeth Caminetti, 21! year-olof F. Drew Caminetti who is soon to
know his fate under government prosecution for violation of the Mann act.
i' as bitter toward the
rival who stole her husband's affection as might be expected of a deserted wife under the harrowing circumstances.
Extremely sensitive and reserved,
she would never forget or forgive the

A Studebaker wagon is a real business asset. Wheels, body,
frame, axles and running gear have been tested and retested by
experts. You can buy cheaper wagons but they're not Sludebakers,
nor will they last like Studebaker wagons.
Whether in city, town or country, for business or pleasure,
there is a Studebaker vehicle to meet your requirements. Farm
wagons, trucks, contractors' wagons, buggies, surreys, runabouts,
pony carriages, business and delivery wagons each the best of its
kind. Studebaker harness also, of every description.

STUDEBAKER
CHICAGO

MINNEAPOLIS

SALTLAKK

sped and affection.

"I didn't want anything in these
cases to hurt him,'' she says. "He and
Mrs. C'aniinetti have been so good to
me throughout all this trouble."
has more
Outwardly the trouble
deeply affected the wife of Drew
Caminetti than any other individual
tcuclied by the scandal. The bloom has
gone from her cheeks and her eyes
wear a haunted look upon which her
husband has been afraid to look.
A
native refinement
and an unwillingness, even as an expedient, to
play to the galleries, has thus far pre
vented her from lugging her two pretty babies to the courtroom where, their
father's disgrace has been bared and
his companion convicted.
She will
not use tliein to gain sympathy. She
i
guarding their early impressions
against bitter memories.
.
She dresses with reflnienient
Whatever smiles she is still
able to muster, are saved for her
that, they may not know.
She seems more frightened
and
alone than all the rest.
chil-die-

South Bend, Ind.

NFW YORK

DENVER
CITV
PORTLAND. ORE.

DALLAS
KANSAS
SAN FRANCISCO
CITy

The ranee In temnerature vesterdav
was from 58 to 70 degrees and tha
Hotel De Vargas.
average relative humidity was 41 per
cent.
The precipitation for the 21
John T. Simins, Texarkana, Ark.
Mrs. I.. A. Bond. Madrid.
hours ending at C a. in. today was 0.41
Mrs. W. M. Abney, San Marcial.
of an inch of rain and hail. The rain
T. H. McGee. Salt Lake.
began at 2:12 p. m. and lasted until
James A. Blainey, Alliu(ueniue.
J:!)!).
It was accompanied by hail,
Mrs. Ellas Clarke, Alcalde.
ll.under and great Hashes of lightning.
Mrs. R. R. Moody, Denver.
The temperature at s a. in. today in
H. Price. Alamosa.
Santa Fe was 54. In other cities it
Frank Springer, I.as Vegas.
was as follows:
Miss Eva Springer, Las Vegas.
Aniarillo, 02; Bismarck, 44; Boise,
ICstancia.
J. T. Kelly and wife,
OS; Cheyenne, 50; Dodge City, 5S;
Horace Harper, Artesia.
5S; Flagstaff, 40; Grand JuncE. B. Cornell, Alamosa.
Joseph Hoffman, M. I)., Philadel- tion, 04; Helena, 02; Kansas Ciy, 62;
Lander, 54; Los Angeles, 00; Modena,
phia, Pa.
02; Phoenix, 74; Portland, CO; Pueblo,
Lewis IT. Inglie, Albuquerque.
l,
W. J. Lucas, Las Vegas.
5S; Ilapid City, .14; Roseburg, G6;
M. Jensen, San Francisco.
04; Salt Lake, 70; San FrancisC2;
A. H. Ernst, Chicago.
co, 00; Spokane, 00; Tonopah,
Wiuneniuca ,18.
(i. L. Kaher, Albuquerque.
11. A. Woodward, So. San Francisco.
Local Data.
Mary K. Bird, Omaha, Xeb.
Highest temperature yesterday, 76.
Jesse K Xusbaum, City.
Highest temperature this date last
W. S. Athens, St. Louis.
SO.
yiar,
Louis.
George E. Fischer, St.
Lowest
temperature this date last
Mr.
Mrs. Percy Jackson,
and
.17.
year,
Wagon Mound.
Extreme this date, 41 years record,
.Miss Mary Buckley, Wagon Mound.
highest, 89 in 1S77Miss Elizabeth White, New York.
Extreme this date., 41 years record,
B. O. Adams and family,
Pueblo,

ever placed on exhibition. They are
not the. animals that have been educated with the cruel whip as an educator, hut by kindness. They are not
trained in the general acceptance of
the term, but. are educated by fearless
male and female trainers. They seem
proud of what they can do, and appreciate the applause as much as the
most vain artist. Dames' animal cir
cus, lias been in all the leading cities,
and in every one they have been accorded the palm for their merit and
Col. Barnes is
perfect organization.
the show
! well known throughout
worlds as any show man, and the
very fact that it is under his personal
supervision is a guarantee that it will
be up to the highest standard. Among
the special features will he:
Maude Rollins introducing "Nero,"
the African lion, who rides a swift
captain. Stonehall s
running horse;
the
educated sea lions; "Florene,"
French animal trainer, and her group
o' Persian leopards, lions and pumas;
Thornton's 12 Siberian bears; Emery's
Siamese
elephants; Dolly Castle,
dancing in a group of lions; Mable Cftlo.
Stark and her Royal Bengal tigers;
H. Mershon, Pueblo, Colo.
Mrs. M. W. Martin. Bonham, Texas.
"Sampson," the aviation lion; "Blond-in,M. E. llickey, Albuquerque.
the. rope walking Shetland pony;
"The Riding Four,"
lions, bear,
Montezuma.
monkey and dog on aviation stallions;
Callihan's goats, dogs and baboons;
E. A. J. James, Tesuque.
Sand's
famous ponies:
Morrow's
Frank LaVan, City.
zfbras, zubus and sacred cattle high
P. 0. Wilson, City.
school horses: dancing ponies; Doris
Dr. T. P. Martin, Taos.
W. McKean, Taos.
hyenas; the finest draught
horses on earth; Tote Ducroe, the faChar.les H. Adams, San Pedro.
K. W. Pratt, Carlsbad.
mous clown with ten other fun making
R. J. Steinfeld. Albuquerque.
assistants, making a host of his class
W. A. Lassell, Albuquerque.
attractions.
R. C. Hopping, Farweli, Texas.
Barnes Military band of ISO artists,
M. 1). Weil, .New York.
beone
hour
concerts
free
daily,
give
E. C Davis, Cincinnati.
Mercerized
show
fore the big
begins.
W. M. Frost, Chicago.
waterproof tents give ample protecGeorge VV. Cantwell, Alamosa.
tion to all patrons; no gambling games
B. C. Thomas, Chicago.
and Col.
of any nature permitted,
E. O. Calvert, Kansas City.
of
a
olite
Barnes has
polite
corps
R. J. Matheson, El Paso.
who
l.shers so that ladies and children,
G. Lagos, EI Paso.
are without escorts will receive
C

mod-ef-tly-

See our Dealer or write us.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

man-eatin-

BARNES' BIG SHOW
ON THE WAY HERE
'

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN YOU FIND YWRSELP WRITING
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OP
A RUBBER STAM
YOUR BUSINESS, REfeEMBCR
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF T1NM2.
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE HUB.
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

Mc
lacae leaf.
Stamp, net over 2
Its
Each additional Hoe on stamp
e
Inches hmg. . 20c
and net ever 3
Stamp, ever 2
ISc
Each additional line on stamp
e
2fc
5
not
ever
laches
over
and
$
leaf....
stamp,
20c
Each additional line oa same stamp
Me
e
Stamp, over 5 Inches kmc per inch
Each additional tine, same price. (Carved tmes
en Stamp count as twe Maes).
35c extra
Borders et aH shapes, under 3 taaaes lone
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type ased is
lf
lack la size, we charge far one Mae far ouch
over
inch or fraction.
o lf
e

1-

One-lin-

DO IT BILL

--LET-M- E
HE SIMPLY HAS TO MEDDLE.

One-lin-

1-

Be-ha-

DATES, ETC
Me
Local Dater may nwi aad date, for
tacfi
50c
hi
Dater
inch
and
month,
Ledger
day
year
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year, -4 men . . . . 3Sc
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -e ioch . . . . 25c
I JO
Defiance Model Band Dater
MO
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Weed Cat
Pearl Check Protector
IM
-2

1- -3

1-

1-

SELF-INKIN- G

STAMP PADS,

3--4,
15 cts; 2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ; 2
20 cts;
35 cts; 3
x4
0cts; 4
75cts;
x 9. 05 cts. AH osiers. Stamp tSd talc, 25 cts per hattfe.
1- -2,

3--4
1- -4

-4,

x7

1-

-2,

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MKXICO.

La Salle.
Molino, Cerrillos.
Miss Rena Bradley, Glorietta.
Lee Parker, Albuquerque.
Romolo Ixipez, City.
F. Olson, Las Vegas.
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MRS. F. DREW CAMINETTI.

man who forgot his

conjugal

honor.

That is the impression she gives. But
she is even more vindictive toward the
two girls with whom her husband and
JIaury 1. Diggs became entangled.
"The girls are equally to blame,"
she says, with eyes flashing. "I am '
not trying to. shield the men, but these
girls knew they were married ; they
knew they were breaking up homes.!
and they should not be shielded.
"Miss Warrington and Miss Norris
are not young high school girls as
they have been represented. Why,
both of them are oijjy a few years
younger than I. And both were intro-

j

j
j

j

duced to me in the presence of my
husband.
They knew that we wifes
had babies.
"If I had not been a mother," she
laments, "there might possibly have
teen some excuse, but they took my
husband away when my baby was only
four weeks old. They are equally
guilty and should get equal
Added to her own heartbreak, Mrs.
Caminetti has grived over the effect
the notoriety and disgrace has had on
her
Com
Immigration
missioner
for
Caminetti,
Anthony
whom she expresses
unbounded re
father-in-law-

I
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kwest,

40 in 1SS7.

Forecast.

For Santa Fe and vicinity: Generally fair tonight and Saturday, warmer Saturday.
For Xew Mexico: Generally fair
tonight and Saturday, cooler in southeast portion tonight and warmer in,
northeast portion Saturday.
Conditions.

The high barometer area central
yesterday morning over Montana and
the Uakolas has moved eastward to
the middle eastern slope and the lower
Missouri

valley, and

Is

10 to 20 de-

grees cooler through that district. In
ether districts there were only slight
Partly
changes in temperatures.
cioudy to cloudy weather prevails over
the north Pacific coast and in the
Showers
regions.
Rocky mountain
were reported from Washington, Oregon, Utah, Arizona and New Mexico.
Conditions favor generally fair weather In this section tonight and Saturday, with warmer Saturday.

''

NO

BASEBALL GAME

ON LABOR DAY
Manager Dan Ortiz of the White
oox, announced this morning that the
proposed game Monday aften.oon
s team
his team and the last
from Albuquerque that was to be play-lieie, has been called off ns the
Albuquerque team demanded a money
guarantee if they played, and as the
games are no well patroni.ea, it is
impossible t oguarantee any team
any mone yafter paying the expenses,
fianager Ortiz has been all summer
.lite rilie hca'ps of the fast Albuquer-:iu- e
team and wnl try to make some
arrangements to bring them to the
city before the present season is
o er.
J

New York, Aug. 29. Speculators
who were disposed to continue operations on the long side were aided in
their efforts by improvement in com1 his demission house business.
mand was especially noticeable in the
broader market for numerous specialties which are not often dealt in.
While stocks showed a hesitating
tone at times, there was no serious
interruption to progress upward dur
ing the morning and traders who attempted to depress the market found
It will not pay you to waste your
it too strong for them. The rise was
out your legal forma
time
accelerated by orders from traders when writing
can get thira already printyou
who finally went, into the market, afNew Mexican
Printing
ter holding out for a time in the hope ed at the
to Company,
of reaction.
Covering continued
play an important, part m the use.
but there was enough buying for the
HOW'S THIS?
long account to give more confidence
Dollars Rein the speculative position of the mar We Offer One Hundred
ward for any Case f Catarrh That
ket.
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
Bonds were steady.
Cure.
was
A vigorous buying movement
F. J. CHEXEY & CO., Toledo, O.
started in Smelting, which sent it up
2
WTe, the undersigned, have known F.
points, and stopped the general
decline. Othe rstocks crept up again J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
to near the previous high point, but believe him perfectly honorable In all
the demand was not maintained and business transactions and financially
speculation lapsed into a rut. Toledo, able to carry out any obligations made
St. Louis and Western 4's lost its by his firm.
XATIONAL, BAXK OF COMMERCE,
early advance of five points.
Toledo, O.
The market closed easy. After some
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interslight irregularity, prices turned definitely downward, with activity and nally, acting directly upon the blood
weakness increasing in the last few and mucous surfaces of the system.
minutes. Previous gains were mostly Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
lest and there was a good sprinkling of per bottle. Sold by all Druggists
losseB. American ice fell and Wells- Take Hall's FamiJv Pills for
j
rargo express o puuus.
2

i
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PRICE LIST.
One-lin-

The education of animals has been
int.'i-r.KPIilttr titnHv nt.H flu cnntrnll.
ing mind of man over beast creation
always one of admiration.
When the celebrated Al. 0. Barnes
three ring trained wild animal show
conies here, people will have an opportunity never before offered to see
the finest collection of trained animals

Ros-vel-

ej

SANTA

M

WORLD'S

gi?oig

GREATEST

PITCHING

ONE-DA- Y

f

NEW MEXICAN

mws

BASEBALL

PERFORMANCE.

iwe
ntuucrcin nun w.,.

"There isn't a really good pitcher in
the minora." said a shrewd major
scouts had
league club owner, whose
the
from
returned
just
bush leagues.
'
And the words were scarcely cold,
came
before, from Petersburg, Va.,
recthe storv of the world's pitching
only
18 innings, a
ord
one hit and nary a run; by Southpaw
PetersHarry Hedgepeth, star of the
burg, Virginia, league club.
the
And the story also informed
that Yanpalpitating baseball public, Richmond
cey Wyatt Ayers. of the
team, who opposed Hedgepeth, yielded but six hits, struck out 13 Peters1 to 0,
burg batters ami was beaten
after having won 13 straight games.
The heart jumps, in major league
chests, were calmed, however, when
toward the end of the story, it was
made plain that both pitchers had
been purchased by Clarke Griffith, for
Washington and would report September 13.
Hedgepeth's performance was marvelous. Richmond is a
club, but he held the sluggers in the
hollow of his hand. In the first game,
28 men faced him and in the second
He walked one
30 went to the plate.
man in the first game and two in the
second and did not hit a batter.
The lonesome hit was made by Newton, in the eighth inning of the first
game, but nothing else resembling a
base hit was made.
was Yancey
Opposing Hedgepeth
Wyatt Tyers, who with 13 straight
to
wins behind him, was supposed
have soft picking. How well Ayers
worked the box score shows, but be
was up against unbeatable pitching
and perfect fielding.
In the second game .Hedgepeth was
even better.
Petersburg supported
Below
him valiently, driving Rawn from the
The Stars in the Greatest Pitching Exhibition in Baseball History.
no
r
allowed
and
box and scoring 10 runs.
Hedgepeth, who gave one hit in an
Ayers has pitched 24 games, losing runs. Above, Ayers, who struck out 13 men and gave six hits, meeting debut four and setting a league record
feat after 13 straight victories.
for consecutive victories.

G8

65
63
52

Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Boston .
Cincinnati
St. Louis

50

49
44

American
)

hiladelphia

Cleveland
Washington
Chicago

CHAVEZ AND BURNS TO
MEET AT DENVER TONIGHT.

."

.

72

49

.".'.'.'67

'52

'.'..65

'59

59

'59

52
48

71

l'oston

Detroit

double-heade-

Aug. 29. Benny .'. Louis
Denver, Colo.,
78
and Frankie New York
Chavez, of Trinidad,
77
40
Burns, of Jersey City, rested today
preparatory to their ten round matcn
American Associatio n.
tonight at the stock yards stadium.
Won. Lost.
Club.
The boys will fight at 118 pounds. To- .Y'ilwaukee
55
"7
favorit.s
r.s
day Chavez ruled a slight
(
himbus .
among local fight followers.
58
.ineapolis
59
Louisville .
75
i?t. Paul .
.60
HIGGINS AND PATRICK
75
.59
Kansas City
DAY.
AT ROSWELL LABOR
74
.58
Toledo . .
SO
50
Roswell. xTMT"Aiig. 29. Al
udianapoliB
and Johnny Patrick, the latter a
New Orleans middleweight, are trainWestern League.
bout in
Won. I.ost.
Club.
ing hard for their
16
83
the local armory on Labor day. Pat- Denver
54
74
rick is said to have a good reputation Ues Moines
62
69
as a fighter in the south. Higgins is Lincoln
66
63
the pride of Roswell fans and has St Joseph
6S
62
never lost a bout since he entered the Omaha
70
58
professional game a year ago.
Topeka
73
57
If Patrick wins the Labor day con- Sionx City
49
82
test, he will meet Al Smaulding, of Wichita .
some
time
Silver
at
City
Albuquerque
in September. If Higgins wins, he has
been promised a match with Jack
the Chicago middleweight, now
National League.
j at El Paso.
i!
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
REFORMS PROMISED
Boston at Brooklyn.
IN LEGAL PROCEDURE
New York at Philadelphia.
Washington. D. C, Aug. 29. FedeAmerican League.
ral and state judges from every state
Cleveland at St. Louis.
will confer tomorrow night at MontI) ir
Washington at Boston.
real, Canada, at the American
association meeting to formulate plans Philadelphia at New York.
for a complete reform of the rules of
American Association.
pleading and practice on the law side
Milwaukee at Kansas City.
of the supreme court of the United
Minneapolis at St. Paul.
States, and all federal district courts
Toledo at Indianapolis.
and eventually make uniform the pracLouisville at Columbus.
tice in all courts of the United
band has been en- States. The aim is to eliminate dehy
The Santa i
gaged to plav before and during the and reduce the expense of all
b:v,h, and weather permitting next
Sunday should be a gala day for the
National League.
fans.
CHICAGO AUTO TROPHY ROCE.

hard-hittin-

y--

j

j

j

,

j

llig-gin-

s

.

'

"wpr

Her-rick-

,

.689
.602
.542
.538
.448
.431
.395
.361

League.
'
Won. Lost. Pet.
.675
. :'. .SI
"39

Club.

j

37
45
55
54
64
66
75
'77

S2

.595
.563
.524
.500
.423
.381
.342

1

I

pionship. Last year the White Sox
defeated the Madrid team by a close
score in an interesting and exciting
game, and since then the miners are
The White
seeking revenge.
that next Sunday they will meet
a strong team and have been practicing all week getting into form. Jimmy
Lopez the White Sox star pitcher will
be in the box for the locals and as he
has been in good form all season the
visitors will have a hard time decipn-erinhis puzzling curves.
The local fans have not seen a good
game for a long time and no doubt
next Sunday the grandstand will be
crowded to its capacity, as the fanB
are anxious to see a good game, and
they will all be out Sunday to root for

Next Sunday afternoon at the College grounds the local fans will have
an opportunity of witnessing one of
the fastest games of the season, when
the champion White Sox the pride of
Santa Fe will cross bats with the
strong miners' team of Madrid. The
Madrid team has won every game
they have played this season and
claim the championship of Santa Fe
county at least, and if next Sunday
they defeat the White Sox they will
then go after the other strong New
Mexico teams to play for the cham the

.5S4
.567
.564
.553
.445
.440
.439
.385

Pet.
,644
.578
.520
.'512
.477
.453
.43S

.374

ONE

Tonight at the Montezuma Billiard
Parlors Burke will oppose Cole in the
last game in the billiard tournament,

g

home

team.

THERE'S SORROW AHEAD
WHERE

BURKE PLAYS COLE
FINAL GAME TONIGHT

SMILES DOZENS ARE ON

THE

VERGE

.

FOR

which has been running Tor the past
month. The game will be staged at
j

8:15 p. m.

Last night at billiards the following
were the results: Owen CO vs. Wilson
vs. Diaz
Owen t!
So, Wilson won;

MM

k

OF TEARS: WHERE ONE RISES
AND NIGHT, WITH THE WOLF.

'

(Continued from page one).
sixteenth lap with his connecting rod
burned out.
Standing at 251 miles:
First, DePalma; second, Dawson;
Fourth, Chandler;
third, Kndicott;
fifth, Wishart.
At 251 miles Wishart broke a spring
and was out of it.
De- At 268 miles, the leaders were:
Palma and Dawson, with Endicott and
Chandler trailing in a contested third
place, four laps behind.

STAGE-STRUCTO

STARDOM,

GIRL

K

THOUSANDS

BATTLE,

At Pittsburgh
Chicago

6
1

Pittsburgh

At Philadelphia
New York ...
.....2
..3
Philadelphia
Tesreau and McLean, Wilson;
and Killifer. (10 innings.)

j

At Cincinnati
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Salee and Wingo;
and Kling.

2
0

9
4

1

7
4

1
z

1
1

5
7

game
two games

DAY

League.

At New York New
game postponed;
Two games tomorrow.
American

postpon-

wet

At Indianapolis
Toledo
Indianapolis

and Owens;

YESTERDAY'S

WHICH

Norman and Artist Ewer Spend a Day
on the "Gay" White Way With Theatrical Managers, Now Engaging
Actors and Actresses for Next
Winter's Productions.
(By Norman.)

New York, Aug. 29. Somewhere iu
the offices of every theatrical producing firm In New York there is a large,
Meak room with benches or chairs
around the walls.
This is the waiting room. Here the
people of the stage begin to drop In,
about 11 In the morning, and sit, waiting to see the man who does the

QHS

He may be busy till late in the afternoon. The jobless ones can only sit
and wait. No lunch for them they
dare not go out and risk missing a
chance of getting a place.
You may look in at one and Bee
them the room crowed, all the Beats
filled, many Btanding, the women and
girls so obviously "gotten up" to look
their very best and trying bo pathetically hard to keep the tiredness
out of their roughed and whitened
fnces. The men endeavor to appear
j.iunty and quite at ease, though more
than one poor devil may merely have
tightened bis belt ia lieu 91 breakfast.

one-nig-

6

2

5

ti

2

Pery and

5
2

DeVoght,

Paul-Minne- apolis

St Paul
Mogridge
James.

the hundreds of actors you will pass
who are looking for engagements
faces in which confidence has given
vay to fear, and fear to desperation,
ai 110 engagement is found, in weeks,
in months yes. in years, sometimes.
"Follow the sad procession from one
manager's office to another. Start out
early in the morning, filled with hope
and optimism, and come back at night

4

9
8 11

and
Young; Willis and Casey.
At St.

grounds.

2

Baskette, Dashner

You may look in at three and still
see all there, mostly silent, trying to
hope, patient, weary, You may look in
at five and perhaps you may see an inner door open, and you may hear an
office boy yell: "Youse can all go fer
Mr. Grady can't see nobody
today!
till tomorrer!"
You may watch them file out, drooping, dejected, but ready to come and
sit and wait, tomorrow.
There is the picture, as one looks
ir upon it, from the outside. How does
it look from the inside? Let us hear
from Georgia, Caine. She has been
through the mill; through the waiting,
and the coming back tomorrow.
Now Mr. Grady sends for her when
she is needed. She is to be one of the
important members of the company
which will present "Adele," the new
musical comedy which has the backing
of young Ziegler, mult! millionaire heir
cf the "baking powder king."
To girls who are thinking of coming
to Broadway and "going on the stage"
Georgia Caine says;
"If you cannot curb your desire to
become an actress come to New York
and stop at a boarding house where
board and lodging will cost you ten
dollars a week. Stay there two weeks
ar.d you will know just the kind of
stands.
fare you will get In
"Walk up and down Broadway and
see the expressions on the faces ofj

dent."

Silver City, N. M, Aug. 29. Three
men were killed Wednesday night at
Santa Rita, in an explosion resulting
from the firing of a shot placed to uncover a large vein of ore at the properties of the Chino Copper company.
The dead are:
machief
M. X. LOCKXICKEL.
chinist of Chino Copper company.
F. W. WHITMAN, engineer in
charge of a steam shovel.
WILLIAM BYRD, fireman of steam,
shovel.
i'
Xews of the accident reached here
The men ilost theirj
this morning.
while at work on the steam'
lives
shovel.
It had broken down and'.
Longnickel, assisted ly Whitman and'
Byrd was engaged in repairing it,
when the whistle sounded a warning
that a shot was to be fired. Having
but little time to reach a place of
safety, the three men took refuge between the shovel and a coal car, to
escape the shower of rocks. However,
the force of the explosion was outward, instead of upward, as was expected. The steam shovel and car
were d' 'ectly in its path and the tremendous mass of rock struck these
obstacles with such terrific force that
they were completely wrecked and
the three men mangled almost beand
Longnickel
yond recognition.
Whitman were killed instantly, while
Byrd died an hour later.
The victims of the accident were
unmarried. All were among the best
known and most popular employes at
the Santa Rita camp.

El Independiente, under the caption
"Our First Victory," says:
"Mexico scored through the lucid
and dignified responses, the sound
reasoning and the just ground of Mexican diplomacy."
The Imparcial, citing the fact that
negotiations have not terminated, does
not bPlieve it opportune to attempt to
It counsels
analyze the situation.
tranquility, only "approving and applauding the course thus far taken by
the Mexican chancellory,"

New York, Aug. 29. Thousands of
curios gathered in many lands and
stacked high in the apartments of
Hipolito Uriarte, for fifty years a
Spanish consul, fed a fire kindled in
lighting a cigar today and blocked the
way of the aged diplomatist, and his
wife to safety. Uriarte was found
dead, leaning across a window sill;
his wife, Marie Louise, mistook a window leading to an air shaft for one
opening on a fire escape and plunged
four stories to her death. Uriarte was
84 years old.
For fourteen years he
was Spanish consul general In New
York. His last service was in Canada.
During his travels for his government
souvenirs and
he had accumulated
momentos of every country in which
LIND IS STILL AT VERA CRUZ
he had lived. They crowded every
nook and cranny of his apartments
(Continued from page one).
and in the smoke and confusion resulting from the fire effectually cut
the nature of the news which reaches
him off from escape.
him.
Refugees Coming to Border.
CAMINETTI ENTANGLED FURTHER
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 29. A train-leaof American and Chinese refu(Continued from page one).
gees from the Maderia lumber town
01 Pearson Lumber company in Chiserved there. Caminetti and Miss Nor-liis expected in Juarez
were in an adjoining room at the huahua, Mexico,
tonight. The refugees left Madera
time.
and went to Chihuatwo weeks
For the first time since the story of hua. From ago
there
they are coming to
her husband's infidelity became pub Juarez.
lic property, Mrs. .Maury I. Diggs
troop movement
The
heard it yesterday afternoon from the out of contemplated
to the relief of ChihuaJuarez
lips of Marsha Warrington, "the other hua City has not yet been made, alv.oinan." Marsha told the same story
the train is made up and
that branded Diggs a white slaver and though Chihuahua' fears an attack
ready.
more
It
more
firmly,
told
confidently,
from Carranza and his rebels, who are
more audibly, though in less detail. In
moving north from Torreon.t
the case of F. Drew Caminetti, on trial reported
The refugee train reached Juarez
of the Mann
for alleged violation
at 1:35 this afternoon. The Americans
white slave act. as that of Diggs, she Hed from Madera two weeks ago when
govfor
the
remains the chief witness
the federals took the town and killed
ernment, although the name of Lola Edward Hayes, an American, and a
Norris is the one coupled with Cami- negro. They were compelled to wait
netti in the indictment.
in Chihuahua Beveral days before they
to bring their
Mrs. Diggs sat just Inside the rail cou,ldi get permission
(that divides the audience from the train out over the Mexican Central.
No Troop Movements.
bar of the court. She listened intentWashington, D. C, Aug. 29. There
ly, rigidly, wincing at passages of the
was no indication today of additional
testimony.
Brigadier General
"How often did you meet him?" troop movements.
the
asked Theodore Roche, conducting Tasker H. Bliss, commanding
southern department, has full authorithe direct examination.
to move the different organizations
an- ty
"About every other night,"
his command without instrucunder
swered Marsha Warrington.
He also Is
from Washington.
tions
Mrs. Diggs flinched,
her brows authorized to call on other
depart
tightened, ana lines of pain appeared ments for additional troops If in his
about her mouth. Beside her sat discretion the situation warrants such
one of her husband's aunts, stroking action.
her clenched hands soothingly. Diggs,
Villa Whips Federals.
himself, was at tne rear of the court
Chihuahua, Mex., Aug. 27. (By cour-ie- r
room among the spectators. Many
to El Paso). The federal irreguFelix
o' these spectators were women.
lars commanded
by General
When the testimony and the ex- Terrazas, were surprised by Francisco
hibits became unavoidably salacious
Villa and 1200 rebels at San Andreas,
so much so that the policeman who Chihuahua, 60 miles west of this city,
testified hesitated and looked about Tuesday and badly routed. Terrazas
him nervously before asking the court force consisted of 500 men, half of
i' he should plunge Into specific de- which were In the town of San Antails Judge Van Fleet gave warning dreas when Villa attacked the military
that no woman could remain and hear trains belonging to the federals.
But a small part of the federals got
what was about to be spoken except
at the expense of her delicacy. Not into the battle which followed.
It is estimated that the federals
one stirred.
is 100, mostly prisoners, which
loss
Concluding her testimony for the were
reported executed afterwards by
day, Marsha Warrington walked to a Villa.
seat at the table of counsel for the
The rebel losses are unknown, buti
government.
Facing her, as she drew is said to be heavy. The federals
of
near, stood Mrs. Diggs at the table
lost two cannon, which they claimed
ccunsel for the defense, staring her to have
spiked.
steadfactly in the face, with only the
Venustiano
Carranza, commander?
with of the aisle between the two ta- of the forces which attacked Torreoii
bles separating them. The girl turn- recently, is reported to have left
ed her head and looked away.
Parral with 500 followers marching la
the two tables this direction
;
Midway between
stood Diggs. who, after adjournment,
Rebels Report Victory;
had joined his wife. He looked nonEagle Pass, Texas, Aug. 29. ConstI
chalantly first at one woman and then tutionalists
Hermanas, in
at the other, talking the meanwhile Coahuila, from the federals last night,
with Caminetti.
according to today's official constitu
The girl's story yesterday was a tionalist dispatches. The federals of'
seme what curtailed repetition of the fered little resistance, having found
previous testimony and carried her Hermanas untenable owing to a con
through the earlier stages of her ex- tnminated water supply.
It was rumored that the federals
perience with Diggs, to the point
where Diggs said scandal had sur- are preparing to evacuate Monclova,
rounded them and began to urge the their northernmost stronghold in this
section, preliminary to an endeavor to
necessity of flight.
Other witnesses, covered familiar raise the siege of Torreon.
Constitutionalists reported they cap
ground the brief stay at a Reno
hotel, the renting of a bungalow, the tured Vlllaldama, Nuero Leon, yesteri
day,
purchase of supplies and the arrests.
j
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At Columbus
Louisville
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Woodburn and Severoid;
Smith.
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Packard, Suggs

game

VARIETY

sovereignty."
El Pais publishes an editorial along
Albany Street, Cambridge, Mass.
The Oldest and torgesi Manufacturers uf
similar lines, declaring that "PresiShoe Polishes in the If 'orld.
,
dent Wilson has not only launched the
candidacy of Huerta, but advanced it.
Should Huerta be proposed, he could
find no better argument in his, favor THREE KILLED BY BLAST
AT SANTA RITA MINES
than the odium of a Yankee presi-

s

3
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Hrooklyn-BostoAt Brooklyn
postponed; wet grounds;
tomorrow.

American

Crawford

article continues:
"President Wilson has taken, it on
himself to crystalize the purity of
Huerta until the lattur has become the
incarnation of national dignity and

DIES IN FIRE

Cheney and Archer; McQuillan, Hen
diix and Gibson, Simon.
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"Gltf EDGE" the only ladiee'shoe ilrwsinE that,
pnemvi'ly contains Oil. Blacks anil I'olUhc liuiies'
mill chUdrcrrn hoots nml
shoes, shines without rubbing, iirc. "FRENCH GIOSS." 10c.
"DANDY" combination for
and polishing
all kmilsof runietortaii shoes,cleaning
asc. "STAR" size, 10c.
"QUICK WHITE" (In liquid form wli h sponge) quickly Jeans und whitens dirty canvas shoes. inc. S '.'Sc.
"ALBO"
cleans and whitens BUCK, NtBUCK.
SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOES,
In round white cakes
packed i n zinc boxes, with sponge, inc.. In handsome, large aluminum boxes, with sponge, Mc.
If rnnrdxali-do
nnt
(ho klnil vrni want.
tilt price in Miimpufor full siw
Hiil.
WHITTEMORE
BROS. & CO.,
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Where They Play Today
SPANISH CONSUL

Today's Games.

Sox-kno-

'mores

20-2- S

Pet.

double-heade-

SOX US. MADRID AT
COLLEGE GROUNDS

MEXICO'S VIEW
ON WILSON'S
LATEST STAND
Mexico City, Mex., Aug. 29. In the
opinion of the leading Spanish newspapers here, President Wilson's attitude toward Huerta has greatly increased the chances of Huerta becoming the next president of Mexico.
Kl Diario, in an editorial article,
says today:
"If the election ol Huerta in the
coming campaign has been in doubt,
the latest diplomatic
developments
and the unforseeu attitude of President Wilson and Secretary df State
Bryan have made it certain."
An eulogy of Huerta follows and ths

National League.
Won. Lost. Pet.

four players being tied for that prize:
Cronenberg GO vs. Martinez 60; Cronenberg CO vs. Read 45; Martinez 60 vs.
Read 45; Baca CO vs. Cronenberg CO;
Baca 60 vs. Read 45. This will wind
up the pool tournament. The winners
of 1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes In this contest, already decided, are: Chaves,
1st; Lockwood, 2nd, and McClintoctc

WASHINGTON STAGE
BOUGHT
TWO VIRGINIA LEAGUE PITCHERS
uit aiupi Tuner
,,nFTu
SENSATIONAL GAMES!
AYERS FANS 13 MEN AND
AND
PASSES IN DOUBLE-HEADEGAME IN 14 STARTS.
WALKS NONE, LOSING HIS FIRST

j

Standing of the Clubs.

Club.
50, Diaz won; Owen U0 vs. Cole 90,
New York
totournament
won.
In the pool
Cole
Philadelphia
night the following games are sched- Chicago
uled to decide the winner of 4th prize;

BY
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0
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Brandt and

GAMES.

Reports of games received too late
for publication in yesterday's New
Mexican:
American Association.
At Indianapolis
3 12. 4
Toledo
2
12 IS
Indianapolis
George, Brenton, Benn and DeVoght; Wetzel and Casey.
X

HOMESICK BRIDE KILLS
HERSELF AT SOCORRO.
to what you call home, heart-sore- ,
weary and tired, weighed down not
Socorro, X. SI., Aug. 2!).- - Because
alone with your own disappointment,
was homesick and had been deshe
which
has
but with that of the throng
in Albuaccompanied you through the White nied a visit to her parents
Mrs. Josefita Sanchez, wife
Way's slough of despond the waiting querque,
of Miguel Sanchez, a ranchman
100ms.
at the mouth of Water canyon,
"Back in your poor, little boarding
between Socorro and Magda-lenhouse room sit down and wonder if midway
at 6:30 o'clock this morning
it's all worth while.
ended her life by firing a bullet from
"Oh, the pitiful scenes that the a revolver
her heart. The
walls of these 'theatrical boarding woman died through
instantly.
hun1
have seen
houses' could tell!
dreds of young girls come from other
Work for the New Mexican. It la
faces (forking for you, for Saata Fe and
cities, and from the country,
in
wreathed
smiles, complexions the new state.
bright and clear. I have seen them,
weeks or months later, so changed 1
hardly knew them, and with hearts
seared by the bitter struggle.
"N'iety out of every hundred who
come to New York to go on the stage
fail. Some go back home. A few stay "dubscribe for the Santa Ti Ttvm
in New York and find some other Mexican, the paper that boosts all
work. There are many who go into the time and works for the upbuilding of our saw Statr
the maelstrom."

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

;

.
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COLFAX COUNTY IS MRS. W. LINDHARDTir

BUT WHAT

IS

THE

MATTER

SELIGMAN

DRY

GOODS

CO.

Will be back from Chicago

X
X

ADOLF

125 Palace Ave

ON THE JOB

X

trie Postal Tele- Telephone
graph company If you do not get
your paper and one will be de- llvered to you at once.

Does a General Banking1 Business.

PASE FIVS

WITH

on August 26th with a
large line of FALL HATS.

SPECIAL SHOWING

The very best styles shown in

TAOS AND RIO ARRIBA ASKS
the East will be among her selecMiss Jessie .Massle Is back from u
lllUIMItMIIIIIMMIIIHIIIMIIIIMIItMIIIMllltMIIMMIIIIIItMIMMIMinillllltllltltlHIIIIIt?
CHAIRMAN SELIGMAN OF SANTA tions, and all the new features
trip to Canada.
in the making and trimming will
Former Governor M, A. Otero Re
N. B. LAIOHLIN, President.
FE COUNTY ROAD BOARD.
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
be down on her memorandum.
turned from the east last night.
J. B. LAMY,
Mrs. Elias Clark, wife of the well
that he has received
known Alcalde merchant, is at the Do
Declaring
contained no hint of his illness, merely
Vargas.
from
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
hearty and prompt
PHONE 180.
ho would be
E. F. 'Sidebottom left today for Los Colfax county but that Rio Arriba and stating that because
to return to Albuquerque in
unable
Angeles for a month's visit with his 'iaos county seem to be lacking in
the immediate future, he desired to
son there.
when the question of catching
ac- BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
mrs. aiaim frost returned last night! the motor tourists comes up. Chair- - resign and asked that, the board
his resignation at its earliest
INSl'RE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT,
from a brief visit with relatives at man Arthur Seligman of the Santa (cent
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
convenience.
Mo.
.loplin.
i'e county road board, today discussed
Cheap, if taken at once.
We Have
J. YV. Johnson, of the state en- the
for a
impending visit of the American DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms best
gineer's force, spent yesterday at the Antomoboile association.
ADOPTS CURRENCY BILL,
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
TO FIVE-ACR- E
Lamy road camp,
OF LAND
"We expect the motorists to come
Washington, Aug. mi. The admin- Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next 10
.r
.l'nhn
l.llsU
n
nf
nnulu
fjnuwnll
days
through here September 17," he said, nitration currency hill, after nearly
On South Side of City. Have you such a tract, imMrs. O. L. Owen, is spending a few "and as I
stated to the .New .Mexican three weeks' discussion, was finally apEight-rooBungalow, Completely furnished.
in the city.
proved or unimproved, at a Reasonable Price?
days
1
some
late
have been making proved
days ago,
Best of location.
yesterday by the house
$60.00 per month.
If so, and you will Rive us price, without
Gits Hunter .member of the mounted efforts to
163
discounting the
to
get Taos, Colfax and Rio Democratic caucus by a vote of
Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.
future, we can make a sale.
police, left last night for Albuueniue Arriba counties to join with Us to fix !. The nine dissenters were Kepre- on an alleged horse stealing case,
u) the roads so thai the tourists will scntutive Henry, hagle and Callaway,
Frank Springer and Miss
Eva be able to make that inn mile circle!01' 'Itas: Hardwiek. of Georgia; Lo-- ;
beck ol Nebraska; Ituehanan and FowSpringer are here from Las Vegas. dine.
Kooms 8 and v, capital lily Bank Building, Santa Fe,
are stopping at the De Vargas.
"1 am exceedingly pleased with the ler of Illinois; Xeely of Kansas, and
jThey
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
of
Mississippi. After agreeing
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,: HAYWARD HAS IT.
Mrs. William Rose has returned prompt action of E. c. Sperry, chair- Slsson,
ifrom Albuquerque where she has been man of the Colfax county road board. to the bill, the caucus adopied a reso- INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
liilion by an almost unanimous vote
fort-- I
visiting friends for the past
JT
be a party meas- night.
and a brief message from Rio Arriba declaring the bill lo
Phone, 189 J.
and that "members of this caucus
.lack Donovan, well known here, but stating Hint the chairman of that coun- tire
are pledged for the bill to its final pas- A
119 San Francisco St.,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
for the past year stationed at IJagan, ty is away from his home in Espanolu
without amendment,
provided, J
Sandoval county, is in Santa Fe for' ai d that the matter will be brought sage,
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
however, the banking and currency
I 1 1 I I
to his attention In ten days when he commission
I 11 I 11
I I I I I I II I I I I
I
DISHE5run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a tine
II a few days.
may offer amendments in
Mrs. K. E. Friday and children re- - returns. That will be too late.
It the house,"
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-grad- e
turned this afternoon
from Ourav, would seem that the Rio Arriba connchafing dishes, on which you can cook a
sue nas ueen v.sitmg tor
ou.cuns nas no
lo iook after i!(loI)lion
,iu.u..
and the percolators which will make a cup
r a oommiitee
meal,
amendment
L A. HUGHES,
C. L. POLLARD,
R. J. CRICHTON,
several weeks.
these important matters in his ah- - ai, H Sllbstltute for the section on bank
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
President.
Alvan N. White, state superintend-- ' M
Secretary.
Manager & Treasurer.
which, in effect, simply
(reserves
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
;ent of public instruction, leaves this
served to clarify the section as originH. C. YONTZ,
Sperry on the Job.
... ,..,.
evening for Helen and Los Lunas on
Mp Snil,.pv , Jally drawn.
T,,.
school matters
on the job .Mr. Seligman gave out t ho
The measure was introduced in the
Mrs. L. A. Bond, of Madrid, anil Airs.
house today by Chairman Glass, and
following letter:
!W. M. Abey, of San Alurcial, are visitInferred immediately to .the'lankitig
"Itaton X.
Ml:!.
Aug. mi
ing friends in the city. They are
and currency committee .which will
"Arthur Seligman,
at the De Vargas.
meet next Tuesday. It is expected
"Santa Fe, X. M.
the bill at once will be reported back
Theodore Corrick. who for several ' Dear Sir:
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
weeks past has been at Steamboat
(INCORPORATED)
"Your communication of the !i:',rd lo to the house, which Mr. Glass predicts
Ko-would pass within ten days, many
'Springs, Colo., for rheumatic trouble. hand and contents carefully noted.
returned home last night.
will state in reply that what von sav publicans having indicated their
Jesse Nusbaum, explorer and photo- in your letter In regard lo the Cimar pose to support it.
Hack
ReLines.
l ron-l'tgrapher, has returned from an
Park road is the truth.
trip made in the interests of
"Xow we will make an effort ati
Rigs you can
the School of American Archaeology.
once to get this road shaped up.
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
Howell Earnest, traveling auditor, was told this
morning, by Judge Lieb,
has received his household goods from who
Phone
139.
San
Francisco
310
St.
Buildin
returned
from
Taos
his
just
Roofing
Clayton, his former home, and is
little Planders that he experienced
day moving into the house on Don
of
very little trouble in getting over this
Caspar avenue, formerly occupied by
uad, with exception of about 12 miles
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Wright,
between Cimarron and I'te Park.
Dr. Joseph Hoffman, of Philadel-- j
"I will take this matter up and have By Being Constantly Supplied With
phia, Pa., one of the most prominent the road overseers iu this section
get
of the Quaker City's many surgeons, some
t.
Thedford's
men out and repair this piece
is
in
Pe
Santa
his
visiting
professional
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
of road at once.
capacity, and is delighted with the cli-- j
' I
wish to thank you for bringing
mate and scenery of the southwest.
McDuff, Va. "I suffered for several
Dr. Hoffman will remain for a few your people in to Ralon and we will
pears,"
says Mrs. J. B. Whitlaker, of
US Your Business Solicited.'
to
,reat
tl,el"
lry
days taking in the many sights of the "rum"y
his place, "with sick headache, and
"We
are
in
our
to
a"
doing
power
Citv.
stomach trouble.
all bad pieces of road, as you Ten
years ago a friend told me (o tr
Phone 100 and 35 W.
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
::
know we had some heavy rains and
w ucli
neaiord s
OIL STEAMER
necessarily the roads have been wash-- ind i found it to be the best family medi
;ine for young and old.
oj out a great deal.
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I
on hand all the
keep
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ime now, and when my children feel a
YORK HARBOR
"C. E. SPERRY,
itlle bad, they ask me for a dose, and it
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Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineer"Chairman of County Road Board."
does them more good than any medicine
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New York, N. Y
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Aug.
they
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should
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you do this with your
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ward noon, fourteen hours after her
ate weak stomachs, aid digestion, re- where the various metallurgical processes are ilcargo had been fired by a spark crcv
ea uy friction when two tin cases
s,,ok
lustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
st ruck violently. The 9000 ton vessel
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purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cos:
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a""1 lt l,as been !n cons,!mt use for more
etc.
Pure. Clean and Wholesome.
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For full Information, or catalogue, address
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made all the more sad by the fact
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berry pie, as after you have said ail and cents. Some people can never
with-sai(you can say, there is still more to be; gaze on a water fall or cataract
lout computing how much horsepower
Speaking of berries I have often they would be made to generate, nor
wondered why the ranchers out here upon a landscape without figuringdid not take more interest in the rais iut its commercial value. Such peolumiuc,Ud,in,,!
of small fruits.
'
They would v
ing
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
the best of life. All
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
flourish here it seems to me, as up on
stifled
are
and
sentiment
by
the hills the wild raspberry is most poetry
the ledger, and all music by the ring
abundant and if it grows there with of the
dollar. Gallup Republican.
THAT ALLIANCE.
the freedom that it does why could it
and the
Not Going To Bow Wows.
The 1 clara lions of Theodore liocsevelt relative to the present
to better advantage
rot
be
cultivated
must have weight,
future of the I'rogressive party are always interesting and
Price Henry, the well known local
still and why could not our fruit grow-- I
hut theme who
as he is a prominent and Influential member of that party,
the small sheep man, has purchased a few more
of
ers
make
a
specialty
endeavorare
only
party
sarcastically speak of him as the whole Progressive
ft uits where they would have a ready llocks lately, making his entire holdto have true.
ing to express as true what they desire
Ordinarily,
and where they could find ings about ten thousand.
market
lie
as
The colonel was. of course, Interviewed in Chicago the other day
of
all the season when these there ii nothing strange or out of the
the
on
good
felt
prices
he
subject
the
to
way
he
and
gave expression
passed through,
usual about an item of this kind, be- fruits are in their prime.
same outspokenness and forcible frankness
politics of the future with that
well cause ten thousand sheep in New Mex-- ,
as
as
would
seems
if
It
pay
they
for which he has become so noted.
and
as alfalfa on which our farmers have icc are not considered many at all.
He was asked about the much talked of alliance of the Progressives
gone daffy. In the east the fruit grow- But what makes it interesting to
the Republicans, and this is what he said:
Oihei
Trice's acquaintances is that the geners make a mighty good thing, and
-see there has been a great deal of talk about, getting together
partly,
Mrs. X Baby is so fond of the can't see why they could not do the tleman is an uncompromising
Repubprinciples-n- ot
our
all
us
with
by
adopting
people can get togeiher
lican and tells us at every opportunity
funny page. Do you think he is des- same here.
',Ut
answer in the hearts tined to be a humorist?
'im's
that the sheep business and the counGet Ready.
a characteristic expression and will And an
is going to the bow
I'm sure it is!
Mr. X (proudly)
Further. Col. Roosevelt adds:
Ave try generally
which
new
hats
the
of all true Progressives.
Discussing
it stands for con- Why only yesterday be sneaked up bea dog can trot since
wows
faster
than
for
I
stands
the
mean
principles:
not
now
to
see
soon
are
only
party
It stands for the principle hind nie and pecked me on the head
as there is the Democrats are in power and the
la ides' hats, of course,
crete thfugs in accordance with those principles.
to the laws Ihey with a hatchet.
tariff on wool will be lessened.
that after due deliberation the people shall have the right
nothing new in men's hats unless they
Advocate.
or
the
back
on
bow
want.
little
another
put
may
When we saul he people
the
one
of
synelse we abhor hypocrisy.
like
that
Getting Warm.
something
social jus ,ce leg.sla-SoTHE BYSTANDER
leVe enut
writers
They have the right to enact
Kailroad talk is getting pretty warm
dicate
Bays:
or the legislature may
lid
AS
matter what the executive, the judiciary,
SEES IT
"One of the dearest conceits of th? i:i nearly all of our neighboring towns.
season will be the velvet chin Many newspaper railroads are almost
of
early
political
in
the
read
platforms
""''That
In the past we have
It cannot be long
It
with or without a velvet flower, ti:der construction.
meant
nothing.
and
strap,
LI the truth
n'H that read well
rose preferred, to catch this to the left now before several of these roads will
No Calico Now.
which is found in the declarations of
KUthT. ZutteVdnlS
In the Kansas City Star this, little brim.
Every face will look a little be sueing each other or lighting for
the principles of the Progressives.
in the column headed more lovable for it. and well kissable the
through Knowles in
peothe
item
from
auneared,
decided
response
too, have found a very
to get to the other towns. It is
he
added."
also
order,
might
ago;
"own
forty years
Jholve'
weary of the weak promises and
ple
"Calico appears to be all the rage
The end of this thing is going to he keepfng us busy in the endeavor to
see in a new deal the hope of better
1he part of the old organizations and
our people busy preparing to be
just now among the fair sex of Kan- ll at they will have to put blinders on keep
sas City, and when well made up, no the men when they go out on the i i position to raise products for the
material looks better, especially when streets and that's all there is to it. outside market, for when railroads are
hung upon a pretty shape with u Bind The writer goes on to say that the ciossing one another iu front of the
ladies are to have hats that "stick up bank building and running trains in
ing, handsome face."
Col. Roosevelt in his late
there
that
by
manner
had
suggested
in
the
tne sidPi- - weii toward the hack, in every direction, they will feel slightcn
forgotten
entirely
than
anmnce
other
an
in existence e sort of smart way, with gorgeous ed if we do not furnish them with our
as
calico
a
was
such
thing
interview.
fV.
and I'll bet all you fellows have. They ribbons or plumes, and that the ef- share of tonnage. Therefore let's do
do not wear it any more, do they?
fect is to be very coquettish. There ar our part and do it right, then let the
DIFFICULT TO READ.
as they used to going to he lots of ribbon effects on practical railroad men that understand
not
know
do
why,
iu
just
r(jfmi,lfe
in u
business build their railroads and
Uncle Job Cannon was inter wed
pre8ident. of the get out some all fired pretty patterns the new fall hats so you fellows who that
wUtTtC
are looking forward to the purchase of "see If we care." We have got the
RuhUcan!
adjective before it. he does and the dresses all looked cleanin and
the new lotB for the missus would do well best country in the world with plenty
nice and we did not use to think
calico days that because a girl had on tc. begn to save up your spare change of good fertile land and pure water
a calico gown that she was not so to i,uy some of these fixings.
I am that underlies the entire country at a
n
we
Hi
would
in
these
but
the
bene shallow depth for profitable, practical
for
much,
days
j,IBt writing these things
V
think of looking at her only as a lit of the men so they can see what is punipage irrigation, and we know it,
"we'Clliad dissatisfaction, and talk of
ahead for (hem and they an begin to then "who should worry?" Knowles
curiosity.
within the Uj
have been weakened in campaigns
the
even
iu
own
wear
calico
not
k
does
She
been
not
has
fall
prepare. I do not think for a moment News.
of last
a political revolution like that
but has to have chambre 1 that the girls themselves do not know
kitchen
WllMy years, so
guess that's the way to spell it, or all about this and did know about it GIRL HAS SPORT
some other new fangled goods that long before I did. These catalogues
WITH BURGLARS:
were not even invented when the of the latest fashions that have been
calico girl was on earth.
coming through the mails have not
UNLOADED GUN
Come to think of it there would be been thrown in the waste basket withp help in the high cost of living if we out being perused, we may be assured
hraheaTiu matters political as the changes are so
Kittanning, Pa., Aug. 29. With i
fir8,,rtl,ardto
could only get them to wear calico of that. All the consolation that we unloaded
most
in
unexpec
the
radical
Esetella Smith,
forward
revolver,
is
name
brought
new
a
and
u
an
to
are
iuih is iw
lie only trouoic wouiu oe,
and so
get oui ol
going
again.
aged U! years, held at bay for ten
pop-- j she is going to look bewitching in this
time
did
old
goods
this
really
get
"'d
the
that
thought
minutes two burglars, who had broken
1S.11. a, this time, there were few who really
once more the cost would go up combination of ribbons and stuck up loin tlm
TJnF Knn
f
one in the campaign that was jus. ular
nemocraUc party would be the successful
as the manufacturers would tell us sides and gay colors, and we all have
WaIkchalk
mI,eg
ty.0
fro:
,
we
wau
a
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ul here.
uiuue ii uuuui iwul
file material Ol Wllicu it
bci euuu
"""Had the Republican party no. shown its horns as it did at Chicago and tllat
Finally the burglars decided
some pride, hi
run and take chances on being
the
to
probabilities are tha had grown very, very scarce and that consolation and do feel
of
tolerance,
and
of
i
ed
a
honesty
had exhil
spirit
to procure, ah this even though it does cost like
shot and in climbing over a fence in
the nation at the present time but it was almost impossible
it would be n charge of the affairs of
so we would get it in the neck jusl fury.
and
times
of
the
the front yard the burglars dropped
the
read
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not
did
tv
o hMa
that
mean
a
fo
does
time
our
At
in
it
the
demand
game
addition
girls
the same, and
a gold watch and a pocketbook they
that there was a
he temper of the people, failing to realise
ex
that
and
would go about with a dissatisfied we must begin to retrench in the
had stolen. The girl recovered ths
in methods of conducting the public, business,
decided
nm.il!
n?
nlav
arA
.lianna
look and feel that they were being mis"4s based on determination to have these conditions changed.
stolen articles and laughed at them
he
with the reasons treated in being compelled to wear a a little less bridge and and, well, pe they fled down the
roadway.
so complete a rupture of the old party and
to look forw ,d with thing so antique as calico, even solitaire or authors.
The girl had been awakened early
for it so strongly established, it is an Impossible thing
from
no.
one
year
to results
though it did cost about as much as
iji the morning by some persons walkany degree of certainty as to men or as
0
silk, and we all know there have been AMONG THE EDITORS. ing about the lower floor of the housn.
times in our lives when it looked as
Picking up the revolver, she wen,
W?2uS-.5tAolr?a'nof good, anyhow.
j
downstairs and on reaching the
the
proposal
the New York Times, fighting
Foolish.
He's
she remembered the revolver
A fellow
cannot help thinking,
denies that it is Uncle Sams duty to
It is a foolish man who attempts was not loaded. Observing the girl,
government owned railways in Alaska,
what a difference there woull
though,
there.
dollar
a
up
these
capital from making
the burglars ran out of the house.
if calicc to hide behind his wife's skirts
'
"Si.! .obodysays itis. To state the case tha way is to beg lie be in the actual cost ofdidliving
days. Raton Range.
When
the burglars ran she gained
not
cost
in
and
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were
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it
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For Mrs. Wilson.
true question. Of course private eapuai bmuu.u
nerve and followed them. To her sur
more than it used to from five tc
the
has
gift
The
accepted
president
prise the burglars had a dog with
and no. by tyrannising seven cents a yard, and they did not
of a bust of William Pitt without stop- them.
fairly, by hones, public service:
The canine of the house-breado
than
more
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cloth
and
any
they
more
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means
think
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it
that
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thing
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to
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it,
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The Montezuma Hotel
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
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Central Location.
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PLATE GLASS
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at a Great Expense,

The Best That Can be Bought I
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you the protection that you
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MARCUS CATTON,
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CATTON,
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European Plan.
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Bounds Trains.
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the north bound train and arrives at
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THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
84 characters with a single
shift, light action and unlimited speed; Interchangeable carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and column stops. Absolute visibility and handlness of manipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.
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Conduces to Chronic Constipation.
So many people are in the habit of
eating cold food in hot weather that
constipation is very common miring
summer. It is best to vary the food
and have some hot things, as. for ex
ample, soups and hot nsn, ana meats
if ihnt Ik tn be the diet. Iced water
should be drunk sparingly.
In spite of all care people will be
come constipated, and it you mm
yourself in that condition you can get
immediate relief by the use of Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. There is no
time of the year when you should be
more careful of constipation than in
the summer, for many of the serious
"illnesses as well as the fatalties result from a clogging up of the bowels
You also need general good health to
withstand the heat, and hence Syrup
Pepsin is best to take because it contains tonic ingredients that help to
build up the entire system.
users throughout the
Numerous
land will verify these facts, among
them Mr. George C. Allen, 408 N.
who reMain St., Reading Mass.,
after
covered his realth completely
using only two bottles; and Miss
St.,
Anna Schoff, 249 S. Washington
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? Medical
Discovery
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digestion and purifies the blood. As a consequence both
the stomach and liver return to their normal and healthy condition.
Nervousness and biliouaness soon disappear. The entire system
takes on new life.
For over forty years this famous old medicine
has "made good
and nevermore so than today,
enjoying a greater sale all over the world than
doctor's
other
any
prescription.
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constitu-jtiona- l
i.Miss Frances Wilson and Miss Von
Lxyvenheim. A Btringed orchestra fur-- !
grounds.
nishhed the music. Many of the ladies
"As the time for opening school is
Hie
IN SATIN MID WHITE FELT.
sat in the portale overlooking
neces-isarbe
will
it
approaching rapidly,
'NUFF SAID. GNAGEY & ERVIEN.
,
covered wjtn a grags ca,.pet
for prompt action, if it. is de- O.
P.
B.
Elks' Dance Tuesday-T- he
,
d
sired to make use of the state school B. will give a dance at their lodge
They are Swell, at
Good home cooking, quick service
building fund for any of the districts room
2.
It
September
night,
Tuesday
We shall.
in your county.
at the Plaza Cafe.
will be for Elks
give immediate and careful consldera-!tuSATURDAY, OUR FIRST DAY OF
15 DAYS' CASH SALE, SATURDEY,
I
Auto Delivery Every Hour
lo all aimlications that reach
,o-- r
TO
ir-SALE. WE ARE GOING
BCDTCIIOCP nil,
inn.
AutoIMvery Every llourj
this office and aid will be granted NATHAN SALM0N
SLAUGHTER ALL THE LADIES'
best
The
FLOUR.
money
met.
EMPRESS
Another car of that famou
when all conditions are fully
N. SALMON.
j
1913-1- 4
m
go0(J smcke8 insuTS 0N PRICES.
wj(
will ouy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack flood for valuable
Received our Fall line of
Just
No trouble to select
case.
our
uncigar
or
girl
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy
lhe pa'ptumiar eize, shape and shade ladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices
OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
".State Superintendent Public,
Fit guaranteed. Call am!
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
moderate.
EDUCATION
OF
DEPARTMENT
a
watch.
STATE
next
to
tailor.
Instruction.'
the
,..
and
i
the
i
Muralter.
highest
15th
a
samnles.
$30.00 bicycle
hru ih,npot
September
to
Dr. 1. r.
Boys and girls get busy, got your mother and your neighbors
Will Be Big Celebration
Sold for cash only at Weltmer's.
PLANS AN EXTENSION OF WORK.
2,602; Iowa fifth 2,601.
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
New Mexico Postmasters.
Eastern Star A dozen or more Martin and Attorney William McKean
The shooting of the skirmish run,
are
after-- .A SCHOOL ENUMERATION IN
commismembers of the Eastern 'Star
The following have been
arrived from Taos yesterday
the final stage of the match today,
and postmistresses spending the day at State Senator noon by automobile making the trip produced many changes in the standsioned
K
' jar the postmasters
MUlDinilC niCTOIOTC
UldlKMd
Pankey's delightful ranch enjoying a very easily and having no trouble on ing. Before the skirmish run the Unitfollowing pdaces lu New
i
'ico: Aliver W. Warner at Castle- - picnic.
Untlf nilF
the way. Among matters of interest ed States infantry team was in first
.
.
nun uui..
,,
HANAIVT
T
SHOES, which
;v
$6.00 TO $7.50
J
wmv.,
they discussed was that of the place, the marine corps team was secjusepu
pen),
THE SALE AT $4.50. THE road proposition between
here and ond, the cavalry was third, Wisconsin
Madge K. Curry at Wolf Canyon, Viola DURING
V
N.SALMON.
HUB
en- and Iowa fifth.
much
are
at
and
very
Keemnam
Taos
Springer.
they
Reynolds
MANY DISTRICTS WILL
Wanted fifty men for board and
at the prospect of a satis
The cavalrymen moved from third
couraged
room. Six dollars per week. Plaza
Grand Jury.
this
Await
Federal
city
To
connecting
first place, the navy rose from
to
highway
factory
STATE
BY
BE HELPED
A
the
in
United
States District Attorney Cafe.
valley.
.
big
the
with
village
place and the Oregon team
eighth
Junior Auxiliary The Junior Auxilon came from the middle of the list.
done
been
has
of
work
Summers Burkhart has returned from
deal
of the Holy Faith good
before iary of the Church
road up toward the Taos ena ana
Thp marines dropped from second
The state department of education Silver City, where he appeared
will meet with Mrs. P. T. Blandy at this
a
in
constructed it will makei place and the Iowa team held its own.
prelim- her home on
when
finally
at
2:30
p.
is making plans tor the coming scnooi Commissioner Newman
street
Marcy
in the case of the gov
a scenic as well as a business road, in
The infantry team, which had held
year, and intends tnat it suau ue iuc inary hearing
m., Saturday, August :H.
club
and
commercial
Adams
to
the
versus
this
first
Mexico.
New
addition
Henry
of
eminent
place until today, dropped down
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter
best in the history
of Taos, of which Dr, Martin is presi- tc eighth.
From plans already made, it may Mnrev Camnbell. accused of con suitings and overcoats at Mural ter's
The victory is a signal one for Capana dent and Mr. McKean chairman of the
safely be said that five months' school cnirnpv tn violate the Mann art. Both
Relatives
Mass
Weddina
will be held in every one of the luou Adams and the Campbell woman were friends are invited to attend the wpd-- ' publicity committee.ls endeavoring to tain Clopton of the cavalry. He won
districts of the state, help being fur bound over to await the action of the ding mass in St. Francis Cathedral, on make the San Geronimo celebration the president's match and his team
30 one of the best that won the enlisted men's match. The
nished the noor districts hy aiding federal grand jury in Santa Fe in No .Monday,
September 1st, at 6 a. m., to on September
is scores made by the five leaders on the
that on Authem up to $:J00 on teachers' salaries. vember. It is alleged
of Antonia has ever been given as the club
the
marriage
witness,
In addition, all districts which re gust !',, this year Adams and Margy daughter of Gavino and Jacoba L. Or-- endeavoring to aid to the already fa- skirmish run, were as follows:
Oreceived state aid last year on teach Campbell attempted to induce girls tiz, to Nicholas, son of Guadalupe and mous celebration which takes place at
Cavalry 1,027; New York 1,040;
Iowa 983.
ers' salaries are rnis year eugiuiu iu to travel from El Paso to Silver ity Jesusita S. Herrera.
the pueblo. The people of Taos have gon 1,009: marines 952;
Other scores were: Arizona, 2576;
secure aid for building, completing or for immoral purposes.
Their arrest
FOR RENT Five room modern responded liberally to the request for
New
2542;
their respective school followed shortly after.
furnishing
f
blocks from financial aid in this direction and they Colorado, 2570; Texas,
house one and
won
Mexico
New
from a fund of about, $00,000,
Mexico, 2:572.
attendance
houses,
the
B.
are
largest
expecting
Hayward.
plaza. Joseph
S
in Class "C", $150.
money
fourth
which has been provided for by law
vviui
this
of
celebration,
Meet.
Anselir the history
Bar Examiners
Mr. A. Armiio Dead Mrs.
for this purpose.
road accommoThe state board of bar examiners mo 'Armijo, who before her marriage the prospect of better
State Superintendent White has isdirection and EARTH DISTURBANCES
this
both
from
dations
at
her
died
court
was
in
the
Miss
suEleanor
Ortega,
supreme
held a meeting
REPORTED FROM SICILY.
sued a bulletin to all the county
of
Taos, there
northeast
a
the
from
on
Road
last
to
CerrilloB
on
nignt.
home
will chamber this morning
pass
Messina.
perintendents, replies to which
Sicily. Aug. 29. The seis
their
reason
hopes
no
seems
her
old.
attenwhy
Surviving
She was 60 years
matters requiring the
here have measured
give him a much more comprehensive number of
instruments
mic
realized.
he
not
were are a widower ana two cnuaren.
should
fully
understanding of the situation in the tion of the board. v. Those present 4.
24
hours continued
last
want
the
during
funeral will take place from the catheL.airon ami
Any kind of nursing bottle you
From the informa-- w. J. Lucas, c.
Ivarious counties.
A strong hurridisturbances.
earth
Rosario
of
baby
in
named
will
brushes,
all
be
been
had
Interment
styles,
dral.
Mr.
made
nipples
be
Hickey
!tion thus obtained, plans will
Hickey.
which has
been
blowing
has
the
also
most,
cane
and
of
talcum
Julius
powders
the
to
foods,
take
place
cemetery.
for still further extending the work recently
of a
destruction
tc
virtual
the
caused
for
he
left
A
when
department
careful
commu-- j Staab who resigned
prescription
ONE MORE CHANCE TO BUY
by arranging for schools in
American
the
in
Zook's.
of
huts
ill.
when
number
Inities having 15 school children or Europe.
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX SUIT help baby
quarter. The populace fears that
ax 17.n. THE HUB. N. SALMON.
Draining the Court Prominent jurmore, where up to the present lime
to-- I
conditions foretell a disaster.
and
these
seen
drill
At
were
These
the
schools.
yesterday
Martial
no
busy
ists
regular
Court
there has been
Brings Prisoners.
court
the
at
tennis
M.
the
instance
last
N.
X. G.,
night, day draining
school will in almost every
Sheriff Abe Hixenbangh of Colfax of Company E,
anEverything In Hardware.
THREE WAYS TO REACH
have to be held in rented buildings, county arrived in the city last evening First Lieutenant James Baca announc- Santa Fe club. It is evident that
to
load of dirt is needed to fill up
THE CLIFF DWELLINGS
aided only
be
court
can
other
school
of
a
the
and
had
summary
results
ed
who
the
recently
with three prisoners
W. M. WICKHAM
LUDWIU WM. ILFELD.
the extent of $:M0 for teachers' sal been sentenced to terms in the peni- martial held .Monday, ny the action the holes in this court and Manager
will
(Continued from page one).
aries, but under the law, It tney are tentiary. They were Frank D. Hus-sia- oi' the summary court. Sergeants Lu- March, of the athletic committee,
be glad to see the men with a hoe at
Corthus helped this year, they will be in
one to two years, forgery, Ricar-- cero, Delgado and Dofllemyer,
rl he court
been used
line for aid on a school house next do Alva, five to six years tor rape, poral Ortega and Privates Alarid and work when the dirt arrives.
proved that this road haB
i i
drying in the bright sun of this aft- for seventeen years and therefore can
year.
pr.rt .Tnnn Lucero. alias Manuel Roibal, Garcia were fined $2 each for non aternoon and it may be possible to
never be closed."
Extracts from the circular to the IS months to two years for larceny of tendance at drill.
the tournament.
These Made the Trip.
as
are
school
superintendents
a horse.
county
in
your
never
You
placing
go wrong
to Buckman was made
Band Apologizes The band conThe
follows:
journey
market,
fish order with the Motern
cert which should have been given by a party In three motor cars. With
Violated Parole.
"1 desire to call your attention to
phone 162, Frank Mourer, proprietor.
Mrs. Seligman,
last, evening had to be postponed on Mr. Seligman were
Mounted Policeman M. D. Loveless
the fact that the time for reporting
Begin Work Monday Road enthu- acount of the death of Cosme Alarid, Mrs. John W. March, and the chaufschool
of
from
enumeration
the annual
arrived In the city last evening
siasts will be nleased to hear that on
a feur. In another car were Judge R.
children is at hand. I'nder Chapter Edith, Colo., bringing with him Jose Monday work will begin to fix up the the father of Manuel Alarid who is
B.
band
But
the
1
band.
H. Hanna, Mrs. Hanna, Mrs. I.
of
nave
the
!(.", it is provided that Maria Grigalva, who is alleged to
25, Laws of
Scenic Highway the road which gives member
and Mrs. Van
The school directors of the several broken his parole.
Grigalva, sso. pleasure to so many tourists and will continue the concerts beginning Wanna and Professor
Sola Agints For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
In the third car were Mr.
j der Vries.
school districts shall on or before the 2478, had been serving a five to ten other on an outing.
A wagon will Sunday.
Mrs Emblem.
ami
and
larin
each
bulk
of
and
seeds
of
year
packages
field
4
first
for
arden
on
September
All kinds of flowers,
day
vears' sentence
burglary
leave the house of Simon Vigil
ALFALFA SEED.
The three cars left here at 11:35
make an enumeration of all unmarried
When he had served five years, Canon road (in precinct No. :i) every
TEAM
CAUALRV
m. and reached Buckman at 12:45
a.
twenty-oninto
"was
and
five
persons between
he
Fe
paroled the order going
morning to take the men to work.
house in
m.
At Buckman Mr. Emblem went
The only exclusive
Not
p.
WINS RIFLE
years of age, giving names, ages, effect on April 19th of this year.
The first trip will be made Monday.
to the Frijoles canyon and on his reand sexes of such persons in full, and long ago, it. is alleged, he Became in- The cost of repairing this road is to
TOURNAMENT turn reported that he had no trouble
shall report same in writing, which toxicated and went on the warpath, de- be paid by the county road tax.
all
at all. He returned by Brooks ranch
be
a
shall
list
unlike
by
enumeration
signed
paroled
himself
and
very
B,ack
Hazel
Phone
porting
Zook's Benzoin, Witch
in the Alamo canyon and returned
Cbone Black
The
29.
the directors, to the county superin- prisoner should, and as a result, he VImond Cream are fine for sunburn
Ohio,
Aug.
Camp Perry,
hill at all
tendent within fifteen days there- will now have to put in about five and windburn. Take a bottle with jvu national team rifle match was conclud- without touching Buckman
nlotcdam.
in
"wrinkle"
new
'
a
United
States
ed today, the
cavalry
after.
i years more at the state's prison.
on vour vacation.
Great Scenery.
score of 2,665.
State Aid.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND team winning with a
"The scenery at Buckman was
W.
aid
state
lead
were
victors
Captain
The
by
Our experience in giving
Ice Rate Hearing Dec. 1.
BE SURE.
"We could
II. Clopton of the thirteenth cavalry. great," said Mr. Seligman.
for maintaining the terms of five
A formal notice of the postponement
Tax Collectors Named On his trip
see the heavy storm raging In Santa
scores were:
months indicates that we have ample of the Pecos valley Ice rate hearing
Other
leading
In fact the
of the county,
U. S. navy second 2,655;
Oregon Fe which lay below 11s.
funds for the purpose. About $72,000 u.oa toaiiPfl hv the state corporation to the southern part
of the county
our feet."
were
Chairman
at
Seligman
clouds
fourth
S.
marine
U.
came into the state reserve fund to commission
corps
third 2,605;
today. The hearing was
arranged for work to
assist weak districts in maintaining set for Aug. 28th, but was postponed road board, athasGolden
hill
over
Estes
commence
amount
Of
this
five months' school.
at the request of both sides to the to Cerrillos via Madrid.
Engineers
only $12,000 have been used thus far argument.
The new date is Dec. 1st.
out the road
and the balance under the law passed In the meantime the old ice rate has will be on the job laying the Camino
which is to be a part of
hy the legislature of IMS goes into been restored in the Pecos valley.
Real. Collectors of road tax have been
!the school building fund to assist
At Cerrillos,
appointed as follows:
those districts which have had state
Mr. ThompSTEAMER WADES THE SANDS.
at
Mr.
Madrid,
Williams;
term
five
months'
for
aid
maintaining
In an interview with Mr. Nathan son and Manager Gridley of the San
I
to erect school buildings.
anticipate
the following account of a most Pedro Conner company will collect
that whatever may come into the re Jaffa,
auto trip is here made the tax for the San Pedro district.
interesting
serve fund during the coming year nnhlle.
THE PRICES
WE HAVE MADE
will be practically used up as there
Phone 12.
ARFNnON fiARDFN
THFLtf
after experiencing SO LOW ON THE GOODS FOR THIS
Sheriff
I 11
VUHIIUMV VM VBBVaM11
are many communities wnere scnooi the usual Young,
difficulties in crossing the SALE THAT YOU CANNOT HELP
J suggest
that
should be oDened.
Mescalero Sands, made the remark BUT BUY.
N. SALMON.
each county superintendent make a
that no auto could go through these Mn r.bnru'n ReceDtion Mrs. F.
reand
careful survey of his county
condition
In
their present day
sands
W. Clancy, wife of the attorney gene
port to me the number of communi- and
keep in the main traveled roao ral, gave a reception vesterdny afterties within his county where the peo- bed without
trouble or help.
noon at her home on East Palace aveple are permanently located and have
This caused C. M. Farnswortn or nue, and it proved one of the social
no school facilities, to the end that
Roswell Auto company, who are events of the month. Two hundred
some arrangements may be made to the
:',
for Stanleys, to invite Sheriff ladies were invited, but a few of them
agents
adsuch
communities
the
MODERN AND
,
equal
give
Nathan Jaffa and Henry
Young,
could not come owing to the inclemconstBe it for "Choring," "Fishing," "Camping or Prowling" the REvantages contemplated by the
Uoswell's
representa- ent weather and the difficulty of obthree of
ALWAYS
I am inclined to think that
LIABLE HARDWARE STORE have made it one of their dutie3 .1
itution.
tive citizens, to go with him In his taining hacks, The decorations were
Life to supply the early risers of this community with the very best
every school district that has not re- new
Stanley and see if the sheriff's elaborate. In the dining room a green
sources to the amount of three hun
LARGE LOBBY
and most up-t- o dale khing ir the Lantern line. They handle the kind
opinion could not be changed.
and white color scheme was carried
in
and
such
rewick
Itself
could
dollars
to
dred
is
clean,
easv
place
light,
that gives steady, bright light,
kos- was
rea
The
tr
made,
leaving
d
in
was
AND VERANDAS
adorned
out: the library
a position as to comply with the redoes not blow out m the gale, smoke nor leak.
and returning; and the parlors In yellow, a large
well about S o'clock
from
aid
secure
and
All the way from 50c to $2.50.
quirements
HI about 1 o'clock, with Mr. Young sit. variety of flowers being used. Assist
PORCH
COMFORTABLE
state reserve fund and thus
By the way do you need anything for the Stable? Salt Bricks for
uuu um
ing the hostess In receiving were her
-themselves eligible, also, to recene trap wim uie unvtr
SWWGS and ROCKERS
Cows.
and
Horses
Almit
your
car inrougu uif uiubi uum.""niece. Mrs. Albert Clancy, of this city,
aid for school buildings.
Remember it pays to get it at
to be found on this road
Service and Cuisine
and her cousin, Miss Elizabeth AVil- School Buildings.
.,,
Neither bo ng nor coming aia ine rc' , .
the Best in the City
The ice cream
"Enclosed herewith will" be found.
.
aa" iptivp
Mrs.
nni
tnpir. seats,' nor am thp wa8
facilities forlarge
Parker.
Ample
"
"
in
school
for
aid
cations
building
app
and Hmail banquets,
"
Thornton, Mrs. Harry Lee. M,s. Frank
houses in those districts in your car mnke.
ana no trouoie oi unj muu
Newhall, Mrs. Jacob Weltmer and
county which have during the past j6"1'
Mrs. Albert
Mrs. JO. B. Laughlin.
.experlencea.
reyear received aid from the state
loud
Is
of the party
Each member
Clancy and Mrs. Lucero presided at
.
serve fund for ma ntaining school for
7
m
of Stanley Steamers
the punch bowl. Assisting in the dinfive months. We regret very much in theirnds.-FAMERICAN PLAN
jrpraise
SPECIAL RATES
rom
the Ro , well Mam-ricts- . ing room were the Misses Laughlin
that we have had to limit the dist- ln"e News of
Room With Bath, $3.00 Dp.
22, 1913.
Miss
August
and their guest, Miss Jouett Fall,
BY THE WEEK
which may receive help from
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
this fund, in this way, but. the law had
New Mexican Want Ads always Asselln and Miss Bernice Hesselden,
of Albuquerque, also two little girls,
to be drawn in this way to overcome bring results. Try it,

certain objections based on
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.
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We have the Nobbiest Decorative
Iron Fences, Gates and Railings.
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on your wants. Our prices are right.
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Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

I!

11

coiv-tinu-

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

,

ri-n-

Santa

grain

n

-

45

LEO HERSCH

e

45
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NOW!
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Apples and
Crab Apples
...
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Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

The Hardware Man Says

kus-sell-

Of

.

ino

im

,,,-,-

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.

!

r

J.V'

Are You Interested in a Guaranteed Investment?
few years ago any residence lot in this city could have been
bought for two hundred dollars. Recently these same lots sold for
from $600 to $1,250. A few days ago, a certain business man who
A

has been here for thirty years, and has paid for the property he occupied several times over in rentals, bought the place, but paid
about four times more than he could have got it for at the outset.
citizens have READ THE CARDS and.
Many of our
lots on Don Diego Heights and are
residence
beautiful
purchased
now planning to build themselves homes on this splendid, well- planned avenue, all of which will De on tne ntw ulu mnia rt plan.
far-seei- ng

H

HOTEL DE VARGAS

ZttWrSET

CAUL

5

Off

For Cash

Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close In and at a price
that we can all afford will not be had again for many a day. Only
a few of the lots closest in and on the new water main remain to
be sold. Special prices, special terms, selected patrons, time
avenue, alments, no interest, no taxes, beautiful,
houses
straight, sidewalks
leys, magnificent vista, street straight,
and shade trees straight. Still, we will have in its truest sense,
well-plann-

ed

THE NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.
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C. WATSON & CO.
Telephone 189 J.
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